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       At night my father often heard sporadic gunfire mixed in with the sound
of dogs howling. If the war came closer, soon there would be only minor
difference between shooting a dog and shooting a man. 
~Dinaw Mengestu

You see, at the beginning we weren't fighters. We weren't yellers or
throwers, even if we eventually came to be. It would take time and
much deeper wounds for us to get to that point. 
~Dinaw Mengestu

We persist and linger longer than we think, leaving traces of ourselves
wherever we go. If you take that away, then we all simply vanish. 
~Dinaw Mengestu

I had lost too much of the heart and all the faith needed to stay afloat in
a job where every human encounter felt like an anvil strung around my
neck just when I thought I was nearing the shore. 
~Dinaw Mengestu

Personally, its a comfort and happiness to know that my work is taken
seriously and is not marginalised and put in a box of ethnic immigrant
writing in America. 
~Dinaw Mengestu
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